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Liverpool Angels: A Completely Gripping Saga Of Love And Bravery
During WWI
The gripping sequel to bestselling THE FOUR STREETS. Shot through with darkness, but also humour, warmth and
charm. In the Four Streets in Liverpool, a dreadful murder has been committed, and 14-year-old Kitty Doherty is pregnant
with the dead man's child. This secret is so dangerous that her mother, Maura, and the redoubtable Kathleen, her best
friend Nellie's grandmother, decide the girls must be spirited away quietly to Ireland to await the birth of the baby. But
back in Liverpool, the police are not giving up their search for the truth. Somewhere, in this tight-knit Irish Catholic
community, someone must know something. Someone surely will talk one day. The streets are alive with gossip and
rumour and it isn't easy to keep a secret that big. Can't wait for the next one? THE BALLYMARA ROAD is out now! What
people are saying about HIDE HER NAME: 'The events of the book are still with me days after finishing it, such a
compelling read I cannot recommend it enough' 'This book is just as strong as Four Streets and had me hooked straight
away' 'This is a powerful novel which challenges the emotions of its reader; feelings of anger, sadness, joy' 'I also liked
the gentle humour that emerged - very much a feature of the gallows humour of that time'
'Dorries is the queen of the saga and she is back with a heart-wrenching, captivating new novel' Bookish Jottings.
Liverpool, 1963. Mary Kate Malone is seventeen and bitterly unhappy that her father has married again after the death of
her mother. On her last day at school, she decides to leave home in Tarabeg on the west coast of Ireland and head for
Liverpool to find her mother's sister. But absolutely nothing goes to plan. Within hours of disembarking, she finds herself
penniless and alone, with no place to stay and no idea how she will survive. Meanwhile, back in Ireland, where old sins
cast long shadows, a long-buried secret is about to come to light and a day of reckoning, in the shape of a stranger from
America, will set an unstoppable chain of events in motion. What readers are saying about the Tarabeg Series: 'A brilliant
read, a wonderful story and I have already pre-orderd the next book' 'Great read! Nadine Dorries is a top author, love her
books!' 'Did not want it to end!! Gripping, detailed ... Really draws you in to the story'
England, 1941. As nurse Jo Brooks arrives at Mill Road Hospital, a ward takes a direct hit from a bomb. Pulling herself
from the rubble, Jo's first priority must be her patients... but she can't stop herself frantically searching for her friend
Moira. When she eventually finds her, Moira is barely clinging to life. Jo makes a solemn vow: she will do whatever it
takes to help the Allies win the war, even if it means sacrificing her own safety. But when Jo makes the acquaintance of a
handsome American soldier, she feels her heart skip a beat, and all her promises are put to the test. Because sacrificing
everything is so much more difficult when suddenly you have so very much to live for...
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They have names like Barmy Bernie, Daft Donald, and Steamin' Sammy. They like lager (in huge quantities), the Queen,
football clubs (especially Manchester United), and themselves. Their dislike encompasses the rest of the known universe,
and England's soccer thugs express it in ways that range from mere vandalism to riots that terrorize entire cities. Now Bill
Buford, editor of the prestigious journal Granta, enters this alternate society and records both its savageries and its
sinister allure with the social imagination of a George Orwell and the raw personal engagement of a Hunter Thompson.
Angel of Liverpool
Diphtheria and Childhood Immunization in Ireland
My Liverpool Romance
A Time for Hope
Klopp
The Mersey Orphan
The Record of the Royal Navy's Helicopters
Music and Tourism is the first book to comprehensively examine the links between travel and music. It
combines contemporary and historical analysis of the economic and social impact of music tourism, with
discussions of the cultural politics of authenticity and identity.
She was the most infamous woman of the age. He was the man who would love her for all her life... The
Queen's Promise by bestselling author Lyn Andrews sheds new light on the compelling story of Anne
Boleyn and her first love, Henry Percy. Perfect for fans of Anne Baker, Philippa Gregory and Elizabeth
Chadwick. Alluring Anne Boleyn knows she is required to use her charm to her advantage - and secure the
status of her family at the Tudor court. She easily captivates the noblemen, most notably Henry Percy,
future Earl of Northumberland and, hopeful of her father's approval, Anne agrees to a secret betrothal.
Controlling Cardinal Wolsey, though, will not countenance an alliance which could threaten his
position. Exiled to the north, Henry is forced into a marriage of duty, whilst Anne's fortunes reverse
when she bewitches the King himself. Unwilling to be simply his mistress, Anne will settle for nothing
but the throne. But great power brings even greater enemies, and Anne's past actions - and long-kept
secrets - might prove to be her undoing... What readers are saying about The Queen's Promise: 'This is
a novel about Anne Boleyn with a difference...This is an excellent read for anyone who enjoys an
historical novel which faithfully adheres to the historical facts. The characters are very carefully
drawn and crafted to give the reader a real insight into the time. Highly Recommended!' 'This story
covers everything; young love, friendships, betrayals, politics, power plays and more' 'An insightful
book into the history of the Tudors. An unputdownable read'
The first in the historically rich, atmospheric mystery series featuring female exorcist Reverend
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Merrily Watkins The new vicar had never wanted a picture-postcard parish—or a huge and haunted
vicarage. Nor had she wanted to walk into a dispute over a controversial play about a 17th-century
clergyman accused of witchcraft, a story that certain long-established families would rather remained
obscure. But this is Ledwardine, steeped in cider and secrets. A paradise of cobbled streets and timberframed houses. And also—as Merrily Watkins and her teenage daughter, Jane, discover—a village where
horrific murder is a tradition that spans centuries.
Avi's treasured Newbery Honor Book now in expanded After Words edition!Thirteen-year-old Charlotte
Doyle is excited to return home from her school in England to her family in Rhode Island in the summer
of 1832. But when the two families she was supposed to travel with mysteriously cancel their trips,
Charlotte finds herself the lone passenger on a long sea voyage with a cruel captain and a mutinous
crew. Worse yet, soon after stepping aboard the ship, she becomes enmeshed in a conflict between them!
What begins as an eagerly anticipated ocean crossing turns into a harrowing journey, where Charlotte
gains a villainous enemy . . . and is put on trial for murder!After Words material includes author Q &
A, journal writing tips, and other activities that bring Charlotte's world to life!
A Journey Upstream
A completely gripping saga of friendship, tragedy and escape
The start of a brand new gritty series for 2021
Knowledge Of Angels
The Ballymara Road
The Mersey Angels
A Gripping Saga of Sisters, Love and War
The nurses of St Angelus Hospital face the hardship of another winter. Christmas is coming, but will the doctors and
nurses of St Angelus get a chance to enjoy it?
'A thoroughly enjoyable, powerful novel' Lyn Andrews 'An enchanting, warm and deeply touching story' Cathy Sharp
Winter, Liverpool 1947. Evie Kilgaren is a fighter. Abandoned by her mother and with her father long gone, she is left to
raise her siblings in dockside Liverpool, as they battle against the coldest winter on record. But she is determined to
make a life for herself and create a happy home for what's left of her family. Desperate for work, Evie takes a job at the
Tram Tavern under the kindly watch of pub landlady, and pillar of the community, Connie Sharp. But Connie has problems
of her own when her quiet life of spinsterhood is upturned with the arrival of a mysterious undercover detective from out
of town. When melting ice reveals a body in the canal, things take a turn for the worst for the residents of Reckoner's
Row. Who could be responsible for such a brutal attack? And can Evie keep her family safe before they strike again? A
gritty, historical family drama full of laughter and tears from the author of Annie Groves' bestsellers including Child of the
Mersey and Christmas on the Mersey. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries, Katie Flynn and Dilly Court. 'I found The Orphan
Daughter a thoroughly enjoyable, powerful novel set against the background of a war-battered city still struggling against
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austerity, rationing, the black market and poverty. A fast paced story-line and believable characters added to the
authenticity of what I am sure will be the beginning of a series of successful books for Sheila Riley.' Lyn Andrews 'An
enchanting, warm and deeply touching story about a brave young girl fighting against injustice. Loved it and look forward
to her next book.' Cathy Sharp, author of the best-selling Orphans of Halfpenny Street. What readers are saying about
The Mersey Orphan: 'Oh what a wonderful story this is. I enjoyed every bit of Evies story suffering lots of traumas and
struggles in her life. This book will definitely keep you reading on chapter after chapter I really enjoyed it, and looking
forward to more from this author. A beautiful family saga.' 'Excellent story with characters that pull at your heartstrings.'
'Powerful, emotional and intense, The Orphan Daughter has at its heart a fantastic heroine readers will root for and a cast
of brilliantly nuanced characters it is impossible not to care about. Written straight from the heart, The Orphan Daughter
is a must-read for saga fans everywhere!' 'A really heart warming read for the winter months. Lovely characters, richly
drawn and well rounded.' 'From the first page I was hooked. I've loved reading this fabulous story.'
Brand NEW from Liverpools' very own bestselling author, Sheila Riley1910 LIVERPOOL DOCKS Ruby Swift is a hardworking, straight-talking woman of substance who does not suffer fools gladly, But when tragedy strikes on a bitter
Christmas Eve, Ruby and her beloved Archie take matters into their own hands when a trusted employee’s house is
mysteriously engulfed by flames and lives are lost. Orphaned by the fire, Ruby welcomes heartbroken sixteen-year-old
Anna Cassidy, into her home and family but circumstances conspire against them and she is unable to save Anna's twelveyear-old brother Sam Cassidy, who is sent by the Church to Canada as a Homeboy. Can Ruby help mend a broken heart
and can these two children ever be reunited or is there another higher game in play? Mersey Mistress takes you on a
journey to another time, another place. From the banks of the River Mersey to the frozen waters of the Canadian Saint
Laurence River.
It is, perhaps, the fifteenth century and the ordered tranquillity of a Mediterranean island is about to be shattered by the
appearance of two outsiders: one, a castaway, plucked from the sea by fishermen, whose beliefs represent a challenge to
the established order; the other, a child abandoned by her mother and suckled by wolves, who knows nothing of the
precarious relationship between Church and State but whose innocence will become the subject of a dangerous
experiment. But the arrival of the Inquisition on the island creates a darker, more threatening force which will transform
what has been a philosophical game of chess into a matter of life and death...
Hide Her Name
The Mersey Mistress
A completely gripping saga of love and bravery during WWI
Man Booker prize shortlist
Paper Trade Journal
Among the Thugs
Strangling Angel
When Gabrielle Newman throws her cheating husband out, Stu cares more about the money than the break-up,
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getting more than his fair share from their house sale. An unexpected bequest offers Gabrielle a new
start and she tries to leave the past behind, heading north with Dan Monahan, the private investigator
sent to find her. Meanwhile, Stu has got entangled with organized crime in Eastern Europe and is
desperate to pay his gambling debts. Gabrielle needs Dan's help to protect herself and her inheritance.
She's very attracted to Dan - but dare she trust any man again? Then Stu tracks down his ex-wife and
Gabrielle discovers just what the man she once loved is capable of, as her life is threatened. Can she
and Dan find a way to stop Stu and his ruthless new friends?
The latest instalment in Sheila Riley's brilliant Reckoner's Row series Liverpool 1950 When Evie
Kilgaren takes over the running of the back office at Skinner and Son's haulage yard, she has no idea
she is walking into a hive of blackmail, secrets and lies. Her fellow co-worker and childhood nemesis,
Susie Blackthorn, is outraged at being demoted and is hell-bent on securing the affections of local
heartthrob Danny Harris. Grace Harris, a singer on the prestigious D’Angelo transatlantic ocean liners,
is returning home engaged to be married. But Grace is harbouring her own shocking secrets and something
valuable her fiancé very desperately wants back. As we return to the lives and loves of those who live
and work in the Mersey Docklands, not everything is as it seems and love and luck are rarely on the same
side. Praise for Sheila Riley's Reckoners Row Series 'A thoroughly enjoyable, powerful novel' Lyn
Andrews 'An enchanting, warm and deeply touching story' Cathy Sharp What readers are saying about The
Mersey Girls: ’I totally loved everything about this book’ ’It's gripping and engrossing, full of twists
and turns.’ ’The Mersey Girls by Sheila Riley is a perfectly written story which I read in a day.’ ’This
is definitely a five star read’ ’This is such a feel good book’ ’Family saga at its best’ ’With never a
dull moment, this mixes everything together to make a really interesting, period perfect, read’
'Immensely readable' Hannah Jane Parkinson, OBSERVER 'Informative and emotive' THIS IS ANFIELD *As
featured in the Guardian's Biggest Books of Autumn 2020* In the first book by a British writer about
this extraordinary football manager, lifelong Liverpool fan Anthony Quinn has crafted a uniquely
revealing love-letter to Jürgen Klopp. In early March 2020 Liverpool were two wins away from an
extraordinary achievement, on course for their first league title win in 30 years - since the heads days
of Kenny Dalglish - and likely to seal it in the Liverpool derby against their great rivals Everton. And
all this an incredible two months before the season was due to end. Then, as we all know, the season was
postponed. The architect of the club's great resurgence - including their 2019 UEFA Champions League win
- has been Jürgen Klopp. In his personal love-letter to the man, Anthony Quinn, journalist, novelist and
life-long Liverpool fan, has written an inspiring and affectionate portrait of the incredible German
manager, who came to Liverpool in late 2015, with a growing reputation from his successes at Borussia
Dortmund. Closely following the three month break, as well as the club's title-clinching return, Quinn
offers a uniquely revealing and personal take on this long-awaited triumph.
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'As heart-warming as it is heartbreaking, this novel is unputdownable' Sunday Express. It is 1953 and
five very different girls are arriving at the nurses' home in Lovely Lane, Liverpool, to start their
training at St Angelus Hospital. Dana has escaped from her family farm on the west coast of Ireland.
Victoria is running away from a debt-ridden aristocratic background. Beth is an army brat and throws her
lot in with bitchy Celia Forsyth. And Pammy has come from quite the wrong side of the tracks in
Liverpool. The world in which they now find themselves is complicated and hierarchical, with rules that
must be obeyed. Everyone has their place at St Angelus and woe betide anyone who strays from it. But
when an unknown girl is admitted, after a botched late abortion in a backstreet kitchen, a tragedy
begins to unfold which will rock the world of St Angelus to its foundations. Can't wait for the next
one? THE CHILDREN OF LOVELY LANE is out now! What people are saying about THE ANGELS OF LOVELY LANE:
'Nadine Dorries's writing is sparkling and vibrant, her books are a joy to read' 'The book was like a
dream – difficult to put down' 'You feel as if you know the characters personally!' 'Enthralling read,
can't wait to read more'
A gripping and emotional wartime saga
Angels Chic
The The Angels of L19
Liverpool Angels
Music and Tourism
The Wine of Angels
The gripping historical Liverpool saga from Sheila Riley
Lyn Andrew's touching and nostalgic saga LIVERPOOL SONGBIRD is a must-read for fans of Kate Thompson and Nadine
Dorries. Alice O'Connor's poor family lives in the heart of Liverpool's toughest slum. Her bullying father drinks away what
little he earns, whilst Nelly, her careworn mother, works when she can and begs when she can't. Since she was five young
Alice has also begged in the streets around the docks but she has managed to hold on to the hope of something better, a
stubborn optimism that keeps her head held high even in her lowest moments. For Alice knows she has a gift that allows
her to rise above the fate that made her life so bitterly hard. Alice O'Connor can sing like an angel... It's a gift that will
take her far though it is to Liverpool she will always return. But is it enough to bring her the success she needs - and the
love and happiness she so desperately craves?
Can she follow her heart while doing her duty? A heartwarming saga following nurses during the First World War. Perfect
for fans of Donna Douglas's A Nightingale Christmas Promise, Lizzie Page's The War Nurses and Margaret Dickinson's The
Poppy Girls. After training with the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry, Leonora Malham Brown sets off to Europe with her new
friend, Victoria, determined to do her bit for the war effort. The battlefield is a difficult place for a woman so Leonora cuts
her hair short and swaps her skirts for trousers in order to better cope with the demanding duties of a frontline nurse. But
concealing her true identity becomes more complicated when she meets the dashing Colonel Malkovic. Torn between
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keeping her secret and their blossoming friendship, Leonora must choose between her duty and her heart... A moving
emotional wartime saga about brave nurses on the battlefield, based on an amazing true story.
________________________________ Make sure you've read all the books in the Frontline Nurses series: 1. Frontline Nurses 2.
Frontline Nurses On Duty 3. Secrets of the Frontline Nurses And don't miss Holly Green's new series set in a Liverpool
Workhouse: 1. Workhouse Orphans 2. Workhouse Angel 3. Workhouse Nightingale 4. Workhouse Girl
The new Christmas bestseller from Katie Flynn; the UK's bestselling saga author Liverpool 1938 It’s Christmas in the
Courts, and single mother Rosheen Clarke and her mischievous twin daughters April and May have no idea of the
cataclysmic events which will soon overtake them. When war is declared, April and May are evacuated to the countryside
and Rosheen joins the WAAF where she befriends fellow Liverpudlian Cassie Valentine. While Rosheen worries about what
trouble the twins will cause next, Cassie is fighting her love for her childhood friend Andy. Because ever since he joined the
RAF, he has become arrogant and remote. Will he change back to the old Andy when it’s all over? Or will their love be
another casualty of war? Cassie and Rosheen support each other as best they can, but it will be many years before the
Christmas bells ring out again.
A touching portrayal of a mother and daughter bound by love and danger. Anne Baker's compelling Liverpool saga,
Goodbye Liverpool, is an unforgettable tale of escapism, love and hope. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Katie Flynn.
When Suzy Lunt's widowed mother Josie marries Luke Palmer, it's mainly to keep a roof over their heads. But soon Josie
realises she's made a mistake, and she and Suzy flee Liverpool and a man they now fear. But will they be safe from the past
in Birkenhead? What readers are saying about Goodbye Liverpool: 'Brilliant - five stars'
A fresh and gripping take on Anne Boleyn's story
The Song of a Dark Angel (Hugh Corbett Mysteries, Book 8)
The Angels of Lovely Lane
Christmas Angels
Snow Angels
An emotional Christmas read from the Sunday Times bestseller
The Queen's Promise
Liverpool, 1925: Can a chance meeting lead to a fresh start? Lillian Taylor dreams of a world beyond the locked gates of the convent
orphanage where she grew up. For ten years she has learned to survive without love, facing the cruel whims and hard faith of the Mother
Superior. But the arrival of a glamorous visitor changes everything. Claiming to be her aunt, Anna Ainsley offers Lilian a home in one of
Liverpool's smartest streets, and a future the lonely teenager never could have imagined. To grasp it, Lilian must open her heart, and learn the
rules of a world she's been taught to believe is full of sin and danger. Sophisticated, wealthy and full of ideas about what a young woman can
achieve, Anna turns Lilian's world upside down. In return, Lilian will show Anna that birth and wealth can't buy a good heart. But can she seize
her chance of happiness without facing the secrets of her past? A gripping and heartwarming family saga that is perfect for fans of Nadine
Dorries, Katie Flynn and Rosie Goodwin.
Angel of Liverpool is an emotionally compelling and authentic Liverpool saga from actress and screenwriter Elizabeth Morton.
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The Norfolk coast is besieged by a series of murders - can Hugh Corbett find the killer? The Song of a Dark Angel is the eighth mystery in Paul
Doherty's medieval series featuring intrepid sleuth Hugh Corbett. Perfect for fans of Robin Hobb and Michael Jecks. November 1302, and Sir
Hugh Corbett, Edward I's Keeper of the Secret Seal, together with his manservant, Ranulf, and messenger, Maltote, are sent to Mortlake
Manor on the Norfolk coast to confront an evil rarely seen before. A man's headless corpse, its head impaled on a pole, has been found on a
beach and the pretty young wife of a local baker has been found hanging from a gallows. The scene is set for more gruesome deaths and
Corbett soon realises that the icy wastes of Norfolk, where the eerie song of the Dark Angel wind chills those that live in the small villages
along the coast, are just as treacherous as the silken intrigue at the royal court or the violence of London's fetid alleyways... What readers are
saying about The Song of a Dark Angel: 'Paul Doherty's understanding of [the period's] political, social and religious history brings this
medieval masterpiece alive' 'Paul's flair for the atmospheric and his skill with the mysterious combine to produce a page turning medieval
mystery that I thoroughly enjoyed' 'Well written, good mystery that keeps you guessing until the end'
Bravery and fortitude are essential for two young nurses to survive the Great War... Lyn Andrews' saga, Liverpool Angels, is a haunting and
unforgettable tale of nursing in the battlefields of the First World War. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Maureen Lee. Born at the turn of
the twentieth century, Mae Strickland is only a few days old when her mother suddenly dies. Her aunt Maggie brings Mae up together with her
own children, Eddie and Alice, and the girls become like sisters. In spite of Mae's unhappy start, life feels full of promise. Then, as the First
World War looms, everything changes. While the local men - including young Eddie - leave to fight, Mae and Alice train as field nurses. As they
travel to the front line in the wake of family tragedy, nothing can prepare them for the hardship that lies ahead. Yet there is solace to be found
amid the wreckage of the war, and for both, romance is on the horizon. But it will take great courage for Mae and Alice to follow their hearts.
Can love win out in the end? What Amazon readers are saying about Liverpool Angels: 'As in all of Lyn Andrews' books that I've read, she has
a great talent for weaving emotion into her writing. You feel connected to her characters, and get really invested in their lives and their
struggles' 'The research that Lyn has put into this book is wonderful, it has so much detail and depth as if she has experienced this first hand.
You can really get deep into the story and feel as if you are experiencing it with Alice and Mae' 'Well written, believable and emotive'
The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle
The Four Streets Saga
An Angel's Work
Liverpool Songbird
The Mersey Girls
Angels of Mercy
A powerful 1950s nursing saga from the Sunday Times bestseller

Former law enforcement professional Lillie Leonardi has always lived with her feet planted in two separate
worlds--the metaphysical and the physical. In the Shadow of a Badge, her previously self-published spiritual
memoir, takes you on a dramatic journey of what happens when Leonardi's two very distinct realities become
dangerously intertwined. During her work at the crash site of Flight 93 in Shanksville, Pennsylvania,
surrounding the fateful events of September 11th, Leonardi is forced to confront her connection to the
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divine--something she has struggled with since her youth. Her gripping personal account of the 12 days she
spent acting as an FBI liaison between the law enforcement and social service agencies carries you into a world
that combines the factual and logistical with the angelic and mystical. After witnessing what she describes as a
"field of angels" during her first minutes at the crash site, Leonardi must finally reconcile the opposing sides of
her life. We walk with her through the diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, experience the guilt and fear
that grip her, and witness the remarkable transformation of her soul as she discovers that forgiveness, of self
and others, can be the best remedy. As an inspiring example of what it really means to be called to service,
Leonardi shows that it's never too late to find your spiritual path and life's purpose.
This is the complete story, in one volume, of Nadine's bestselling Four Streets Trilogy. Set in the Irish Catholic
community of 1950s Liverpool and on the west coast of Ireland, this is a saga of working-class families. Despite
living on the edge of poverty, they are bound together by humour and loyalty, gossip, grumbling – and endless
cups of tea. It is also the gripping, horrifying story of a young girl betrayed by a man who is trusted and revered
by the people of the Four Streets. The community's revenge is played out over a drama in three acts: The Four
Streets, Hide Her Name and The Ballymara Road.
Liverpool AngelsA completely gripping saga of love and bravery during WWIHeadline
Bestselling author Lyn Andrews' unputdownable saga ANGELS OF MERCY is perfect for fans of Kate Thompson
and Kitty Neale. Twins Kate and Evvie are navigating love and heartbreak. But their toughest challenge is yet to
come . . . Blue-eyed, blond-haired, full of smiles and sweetness, even as babies twins Kate and Evvie Greenway
captured the hearts of Liverpool's Scotland Road slumlands. But now they are almost adults the two girls find
that being pleasant, popular and blessed with a loving family that isn't quite enough. For they've both fallen for
men who will break their youthful hearts . . . But these sorrows are nothing compared to the tragedies that await
them, and so many others, when the Great War breaks out. Determined to do their part, Kate and Evvie sign up
for nursing training and are despatched to the Front, a terrible world far from their homes. Can anything - hope,
love or the bond that has always united the sisters - survive all that lies in store for them? Praise for Lyn
Andrews' unforgettable novels: 'A compelling read' Woman's Own 'A vivid picture of a hard-up, hard-working
community . . . will keep the pages turning' Daily Express 'Spellbinding' Northern Echo
Frontline Nurses
In the Shadow of a Badge
A gripping new Liverpool saga from the Sunday Times bestseller
Mary Kate
New beginnings are threatened by the past in this gripping family saga
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A gripping saga of sisters, love and war
When Christmas Bells Ring

Her father's murder drives a young woman to seek refuge in Liverpool - but she could now be in even
greater danger... Lyn Andrews' The House on Lonely Street is a powerful and nostalgic saga set in Dublin
and Liverpool, of the power of love, friendship... and fear. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court and Kitty
Neale. For Katherine Donovan the slums of Dublin are a lonely place. Her father, a pawnbroker, is the
most hated man in the district, and Katherine an outcast. Her only friend is tiny Ceppi Healy, underfed,
irrepressible and, the youngest in a neglected family of eight, as much an emotional orphan as eighteenyear-old Katherine. Then, one night, the unthinkable happens. Katherine's father is murdered, a victim
of local revenge for an act of cruelty even she couldn't have anticipated. Fearing for her life,
Katherine flees, taking with her the desperate young Ceppi. Liverpool is her longed-for haven and, with
the last of her father's money, she rents a lodging house in a street decimated by the sinking of the
Titanic. But, far from finding a refuge for herself and the little girl she promised to protect, she
realises she has put them into the path of terrible danger... What readers are saying about The House on
Lonely Street: 'I read [this book] in less than a day... The characters were so believable and you could
imagine the struggle, but from the start you wanted Katherine to succeed' 'As usual Lyn Andrews tells a
really good story. She makes you care about the characters, and the only criticism I have is that I was
left wanting more' 'The brilliant plot will sweep you away to its majestic and tear-jerking ending'
The perfect read for Christmas 2018, from bestselling author Nadine Dorries. 1950s Liverpool. Christmas
is the most harrowing time of year for the nurses of St Angelus Hospital. A brilliant nurse secretly
battling a fatal illness over Christmas... A starving baby boy abandoned in the freezing cold... A
cruel, controlling mother, determined to block her daughter's nursing career at all costs... In the run
up to Christmas, nurses Pammy and Beth are aiming to win the coveted national decorating competition for
the St Angelus children's ward, but drama after drama threatens to upset their plans. Amid the hardship
and poverty of 1950s Liverpool, only the humour and community spirit of nurses and patients will get the
Angels through their toughest Christmas yet. What people are saying about CHRISTMAS ANGELS: 'It had
everything from laughing out moments, to those times where tears were not far away' 'Nadine Dorries is
an excellent story teller and her characters are so well written... Not many authors have that effect on
me' 'I have enjoyed all The Lovely Lane series so far but for me this is the best one yet' 'In my
opinion she can do no wrong and this latest book is just wonderful, such a heart warming story!'
The thrilling new book from Sheila Riley in her Liverpool Saga series 1916 LIVERPOOL Following the death
of her father, Ruby Swift, and husband Archie finally move back into Ashland Hall. As the Great War
rages, fathers and sons take the King's Shilling and head off to fight the unknown enemy, not knowing
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what horrors lie ahead. With Ned Kincaid in the Navy, Archie signs up to the volunteer constabulary and
nurses Anna Cassidy and Ellie Harrington enlist to do their bit for King and Country. Soon the true
casualties of war are being brought home in droves, Ruby converts Ashland Hall into an auxiliary
hospital for wounded servicemen. It’s not long before the true cost of war is brought closer to home and
Anna and Ellie enlist in the British Military Nursing Corp and soon find themselves in the battlefields
of France in search of the truth. But they soon discover more than they bargained for...
The final gripping instalment of the bestselling Four Streets trilogy which began with THE FOUR STREETS
and continued in HIDE HER NAME. Christmas morning, 1963. Fifteen-year-old Kitty Doherty gives birth in a
cold, unfriendly Irish convent. She knows her beautiful baby boy presents a huge danger to her family's
Catholic community back in Liverpool's Four Streets. When her baby is adopted by a wealthy family in
Chicago, Kitty considers the problem solved. But soon it's obvious the baby is very sick and only his
birth mother can save him. In Liverpool, a charismatic new priest has arrived. As the Dohertys cope with
the tragic consequences of Kitty's pregnancy, the police seem close to solving the double murder which
rocked the Four Streets to the core. But now all that is about to be put at risk once again. What people
are saying about THE BALLYMARA ROAD: 'Brilliant finale to the other books, tied up all the loose ends
and a good ending' 'Beautifully written, I found myself really engrossed in the characters and the
author had a magical way of making you feel you were right there with them' 'Looking forward to the next
book Nadine Dorries writes, she will definitely be on my pre-order list from now on' It's not often you
get a series where each of the following books were better than the last! Highly recommended!'
A gritty family saga
On the Road Again
The Wretched of the Earth
Goodbye Liverpool
The Fish Ladder
Memoir about Flight 93, a Field of Angels, and My Spiritual Homecoming

The sixtieth anniversary edition of Frantz Fanon’s landmark text, now with a new introduction
by Cornel West First published in 1961, and reissued in this sixtieth anniversary edition with a
powerful new introduction by Cornel West, Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth is a
masterfuland timeless interrogation of race, colonialism, psychological trauma, and
revolutionary struggle, and a continuing influence on movements from Black Lives Matter to
decolonization. A landmark text for revolutionaries and activists, The Wretched of the Earth is
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an eternal touchstone for civil rights, anti-colonialism, psychiatric studies, and Black
consciousness movements around the world. Alongside Cornel West’s introduction, the book
features critical essays by Jean-Paul Sartre and Homi K. Bhabha. This sixtieth anniversary
edition of Fanon’s most famous text stands proudly alongside such pillars of anti-colonialism
and anti-racism as Edward Said’s Orientalism and The Autobiography of Malcolm X.
The first comprehensive history of the anti-diphtheria campaign and the factors which
facilitated or hindered the rollout of a national childhood immunization programme in Ireland.
Dwyer charts how this national goal was marked by conflict and tragedy and placed Ireland on
the European frontline of the bacteriological revolution.
Katharine Norbury was abandoned as a baby in a Liverpool convent. Raised by a loving
adoptive family, she grew into a wanderer, drawn by the landscape of the British countryside.
One summer, following the miscarriage of a much-longed-for child, Katharine sets outaccompanied by her nine-year-old daughter, Evie-with the idea of following a river from the
sea to its source. The luminously observed landscape grounds the walkers, providing both a
constant and a context to their expeditions. But what begins as a diversion from grief evolves
into a journey to the source of life itself: a life threatening illness forces Katharine to seek a
genetic medical history, and this new and unexpected path delivers her to the door of the
woman who abandoned her all those years ago. Combining travelogue, memoir, exquisite
nature writing, and fragments of poems with tales from Celtic mythology, The Fish Ladder has
a rare emotional resonance. It is a portrait of motherhood, of a literary marriage, a hymn to
the adoptive family, but perhaps most of all it is an exploration of the extraordinary majesty
of the natural world. Imbued with a keen and joyful intelligence, this original and lifeaffirming book is set to become a classic of its genre.
Set in an alternate reality 1990s Liverpool, India, Tibet and the heavenly planet Chandraloka
(also known as the Moon), Angels Chic is the gripping tale of two unusual individuals
attempting to cope with contrasting lives of chaos and a high-tech high-octane career. Their
discovery of a teleport machine sets them off on a trip of external and internal discovery,
poses questions of ethics, conspiracy, mental health and philosophy, and puts them at odds
with the modern Bavarian Illuminati as they seek an ancient and transcendental treasure
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without equal.
Murder and treachery abound in this gripping medieval mystery
The House on Lonely Street
A Liverpool Secret
A gripping family saga with a twist
Hovering Angels
As the Great War looms, two sisters' lives are about to change forever... In Angels of Mercy, Lyn Andrews writes a dramatic, moving saga of two sisters
who set off to become nurses in the Great War, far from their loving Liverpudlian homes. Perfect for fans of Anne Baker, Nadine Dorries and Kate
Thompson. Blue-eyed, blond-haired, full of smiles and sweetness, even as babies twins Kate and Evvie Greenway captured the hearts of Liverpool's
Scotland Road slumlands. But now they are almost adults the two girls find that being pleasant, popular and blessed with a loving family isn't quite
enough. For they've both fallen for men who will break their youthful hearts... But these sorrows are nothing compared to the tragedies that await them
and so many others when the Great War breaks out. Determined to do their part, Kate and Evvie sign up for nursing training and are despatched to the
Front, a terrible world far from the life-affirming energy of their homes. Can anything, hope, love or the bond that has always united the sisters, survive
all that lies in store for them? What readers are saying about Angels of Mercy: '[This] book tugs at every single one of your emotions, and you won't be
able to put it down' 'Lots of twists and turns for the people in this book. It made me laugh and it also made me cry... It really does make you think, but it's
a page turner, and that's what Lyn Andrews does best!' 'Lyn Andrews ranks as one of the best saga writers in my book. Having just finished Angels of
Mercy, I found this novel poignant, engrossing and unputdownable'
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